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Using a finite element DEFORMTM-2D software, this study simulated 
plastic deformation of the porous metal sheet at the roll-gap during sheet 
rolling processes. This study consists of a few parts for internal void and 
inclusion inside the porous metal sheet during sheet rolling. Relative 
density distributions, closing behavior, the deformation mechanism and 
stress-strain distributions around internal void and inclusion inside the 
porous metal sheet during sheet rolling were discussed numerically. The 
influences of various rolling conditions, such as the thickness reduction, 
the dimension of the internal void, friction factor, density amounts, roll 
radius, etc., on the dimension of the voids at the exit were discussed. The 
critical rolling conditions, over which the defective void and front and 
rear vacancy of inclusion would close completely, were also investigated. 
Theoretical predictions of the dimension of void after rolling were 
compared with experimental results. The simulated results can provide 
useful knowledge for designing the pass schedule of porous metals rolling 
processes. 
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